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Welcome back upperclassmen and just a big welcome ELAAH to all the freshman. Yes, the CARBON is back bigger and better than ever. It is still the lamp of eternal vigilance to the student body. In years gone by, again we are staffed by a group of misaligned, warped wits which will make up the weak backbone of our staff this year.

A standout in this category is none other than Arthur Miller of Marian, known for his Sky Spy exclusive of last spring, the artistic superbay Jack O'Hara. Besides some interesting cartoons, Jack, a close friend of Miss Diver, will act as a liaison between CARBON and administration.

Leaving hair fall behind him as he plots his weekly journalistic jaunt is our Sports Editor Jerome Traub. Jerry's objective viewpoint should bring some interesting insights into intramural play throughout the school year.

And how can we forget the suave Eastern stud with a love (in) for the sunny South of Kentucky, Leaper' Lenny Strom. Yes, girls, Len has lowered his stature to communicate with you all so he will be the writer of a new CARBON feature, "Nobody Asked Me But..."

Fred Carr's gone, but never fear, we have a raving reporter who's still on the rave.

Pat Harper, where are you? Not desiring to have an all masculine viewpoint of the news, the CARBON proudly announces the return of its veteran muscle masure, Miss Jacque Tarter in whom appears all the qualities of an angel lowering herself to the realms of mankind in the CARBON office.

Taking over the post of the notorious Nora Fitzpatrick is that more notorious Marian maid Jeanne Durrant. Jeanne will serve as Social Editor in addition to being our life, mother, dean, and censor (censored).

Toting the censor's stamp this year is that easy going padre recently returned from a year of rioting and student uprisings that should make him a classic CARBON imprimatur in the true spirit of the times. Welcome aboard, Fr. Pat Smith, the hoodlum priest.

And, of course, our two voluminous typists, the lovely Diana Leathers and the charming Lynn Bocknik, who will brighten our office with their cheery cries of "Oh no, not a third page."

With such a staff how could we go right!!

C.W.

STUDENT BOARD NOTES: Sept. 27

Inter-Club Council is attempting to increase the effectiveness of campus religious clubs through elimination, consolidation, and reorganization.

Two delegates will be sent to the American College Press Convention in San Francisco during October.

The Student Welfare Program this year will function under the Anti-Poverty Program. A coffee hour is being scheduled where those interested can learn more about the project.

Parents' Day, scheduled for October 21st, will include Holy Mass, a buffet brunch, campus tours, a welcoming address by the Student Board President followed by entertainment in the Auditorium, and a faculty reception.

A reduction in rates for the Juke Box was announced. Also arrangements are being made for the installation of a clock in the Ferc, and for checking on the location of vending machines.

NOTE WELL:

BE ALERTED!

Plans for the Welfare Program here at Marian are finally under way. All students are encouraged to sign at the Welfare booth Club Day if interested in this satisfying venture. In short, the program will include teams of Marian students gathering together with underprivileged grade school children once a week in order to educate them by tutoring or by simply opening their eyes to the world about them. All students are welcome and urged to join this fine program.

There are two reasons for drinking: one is, when you are thirsty, to cure it; the other, when you are not thirsty to prevent it.

Young man, if she asks you if you like her hair that way, beware; the woman has already committed matrimony in her heart.

Jesus was a bachelor!!
RECRUIT TIME AGAIN

Late Saturday morning sleepers of Clare Hall will be resorting to earplugs as Marian College’s Drum and Bugle Corps sounds off again. Practice for all members and new comers begins at 9:00 Saturday and will end at 11:00 with color guard try-outs. This year we hope to enlarge the Corps to 56 in number with 16 girls carrying flags, guns, and swords. Our first engagement is Veteran’s Day Parade followed by the Christmas Parade. With donations from the newly forming “Blue Knights Parents’ Booster Club” and profits from a semiformal Christmas dance December 18th, more uniforms, bugles, and equipment will be ordered. Aided by a spark of luck, we plan on taking part in the KENTUCKY DERBY parade festivities. All this is leading up to the fact that if you are interested in joining the Drum and Bugle Corps, whether you can blow a bugle or not, have had marching experience or not, Saturday at 9:00 in the school gym is the right time and place to show your face. Anyone interested can sign up Friday in front of the auditorium.

Resolve the problem of finding earplugs. Try-out for the color guard or join up with a bug or drum.

FULBRIGHT-HAYS AWARDS AVAILABLE

The Institute of International Education reports that the competition for U.S. Government grants for graduate study or research abroad in 1966-67, or for study and professional training in the creative and performing arts under the Fulbright-Hays Act will close shortly.

Application forms and information for students currently enrolled in Marian College may be obtained from the campus Fulbright Program Adviser, Magr. Doyle. The deadline for filing applications through the Fulbright Program Adviser on this campus is October 15.

The CARBON Hisses:
—Mr. Moran for planning marriage and ruining his image.
—The Son of Marian, the Almighty Bespectckled Deity.
—Sister Edgar for taking role in 200 courses.

The CARBON Applauds
—Sue Charbonneau, newly elected Clare Hall Board President.

The CARBON Wants to Know
—Where is Ed Arisman when we need him most?

BORED MINUTES

PRES.: The next question for discussion is the proposed appropriation for the much needed ardvaark kennel on campus. Does anyone want to make a motion?

(Secretary hops onto table and does the Frug.)

PRES.: Does anyone else want to make a motion?

EX. SEC.: Yes, I do.

PRES.: Feel free to.

EX. SEC.: Thanks ever so much. I move that the Board appropriate the money for the much needed ardvaark kennel.

DAY HOP REP.: Why do we need an ardvaark kennel?

JR. CLASS PRES.: All the ardvaarks on campus are running loose.

D.H. REP.: Oh, thank you for the clarification.

PRES.: Is there any discussion?

SOC. CLASS PRES.: Before we dive into the waters of involvement, I think we should hear what the ardvaarks have to say.

SR. CLASS PRES.: None of the ardvaarks are available for comment at this time.

I.C.C. REP.: It seems that our ardvaarks aren’t interested enough to come to the meetings.

TREAS.: How much money will it take?

EX. SEC.: About enough to build an ardvaark kennel.

TREAS.: Ok.

V-P.: I don’t think it’s a good idea.

MEN’S DORM REP.: Why?

V-P.: I don’t like ardvaarks.

MEN’S DORM REP.: Ok.

PUB. REP.: I think the kennel should be equipped with colonial prints by Renoir.

PRES.: Would you like to make a friendly amendment to the motion?


TREAS.: Any particular reason why you would like to equip the kennel with Renoir prints?

PUB. REP.: Yes, I have several hundred Renoir prints I would like to sell.

TREAS.: Ok.

PRES.: I don’t like the idea.

ENTIRE BOARD: Sorry your Excellency.

PRES.: No amendment.

PUB. REP.: I call the question of the original motion.

SOC. CLASS PRES.: Good for you.

PRES.: All those in favor of purchasing a kennel for the ardvaarks signify by saying “Ard.”

HALF THE BOARD: “Ard.”

PRES.: All those opposed signify by saying “Vaark.”

HALF OTHER HALF: “Vaark.”

PRES.: A tie. The ardvaarks will receive half a kennel.

D.H. REP.: Which half?

ENTIRE BOARD: Oh, shut up.

THANX

The Marian Maidens graciously lower themselves on bended knees in heartfelt thanks to Fr. George for his erasure of mandatory “Skirtedness.”
CALLING ALL GIRLS
Do you feel inferior, unnoticed? Here are some attention-getting tips to catch the eyes of the latest campus commodity—freshman boys.

Try joining the parade every morning from Clare to Mariban Hall. You know what I mean—It's like Follow the Leader. The first girl in line has to open any doors she passes through and the others must follow suit. What about all those freshman boys standing around, you say? Don't ask much silly questions. They're too busy checking out every face and figure which passes.

If you happen to miss the 8:40 crowd, however, why not try dropping a book while in the Pec talking to some of the "cool" freshman boys. What glances you'll get as you finally swallow your pride and retrieve it yourself.

Still not enough? Well, join the supper line sometime. You'll receive so many compliments and admiring glances as the boys (they only travel in groups) calmly cut in front of you.

It seemed as though older women received the bulk of fresh attention the other night at supper. Eight oh-so-considerate first-year "men" ogled and gaped at four upperclassmen girls who were forced to carry trays to the dining area. The boys would not lift a finger. Maybe they were afraid they'd lose that precious stolen place in line.

Still feel you want this attention, girls—or would you rather trade it for some simple consideration? Shape up, guys!!

MARIAN COLLEGE THEATER
October 21, 22 23, 24
Peter Shaffer's brilliant sophisticated comedy... "The Public Eye"

BOUNY BRANCO
This p.m. (8:00, that is) the lowest masses shed their dome adornment to join the ranks of the IN GROUD. Those entering with the prescribed head gear receive reduced rates.

At this time Fresh deviants will receive their just due under the direction of the exhausted K.K.K. All sadists receive a special invitation to the judgement.

Mark it well!!

Fans: "How about your team? Are they good losers?"

Coaches: (after a disastrous season) "Good? Hall, they're perfect!!"

NOBODY ASKED ME BUT............
Who do the hall is Cathedral(sic)?
I wish Bob Dylan would cease his conscientious protests.

Glen Reynolds could be the U.P.I.'s Coach of the Year.

Where is Fred Carr?

Come out and see Mary's victory number one.

Has Park School been scheduled for homecoming?

For Charley Welch's sake, I hope the World Series is in S.P.

The one bicycle family oughta get together with the two car family.

Hey Woody, they do wear tops in gym class.

Is dorm life really like marriage?

Tax on postage stamps?

Thank you, Diana, for my birthday kiss!

If the Juniors don't act like Juniors, who does???

L.S.

INTRAMURALS ARE HERE!

This Sunday will see the lid lifted on Marian's pigskin season. The best of M.C.'s men will don their duds for grass-stained rivalry at the Potter's Field. Come out and see what to expect for the coming seven weeks. Our sports department will carry a season prediction after observing first week action.

Sunday, Oct. 3
1:00 Mariban Mixers vs. Carpathaggers
2:00 Nutty Nine vs. U.N.C.L.E.
3:00 Umbews vs. 69ers
4:00 68's Plus Tax vs. The Best

Freshmen: "I feel like a two-year-old."

Sophomore: "Horse or egg?"